Abstract. This paper proposes a novel trajectory tracking control approach for nonholonomic wheeled mobile robots. In this approach, the integration of feed-forward and feedback controls is presented to design the kinematic controller of wheeled mobile robots, where the control law is constructed on the basis of Lyapunov stability theory, for generating the precisely desired velocity as the input of the dynamic model of wheeled mobile robots; a proportional-integral-derivative based membrane controller is introduced to design the dynamic controller of wheeled mobile robots to make the actual velocity follow the desired velocity command. The proposed approach is defined by using an enzymatic numerical membrane system to integrate two proportional-integral-derivative controllers, where neural networks and experts' knowledge are applied to tune parameters. Extensive experiments conducted on the simulated wheeled mobile robots show the effectiveness of this approach.
Introduction
Since the pioneering work of Pȃun in 1998, an increasing attention has been paid to Membrane Computing (MC) in the last years [32, 51, 50, 54, 47, 53, 13] . In recent years, much attention has been paid to MC applications, especially to real-life applications, in parallel with richly theoretical results [50] . The hybrid methods of MC and meta-heuristics have been devel-oped to solve various problems, such as broadcasting problems [54] , constrained engineering optimization problems [47] . Membrane systems are also used for some real-life applications. For example, spiking neural P systems (see also [19, 17, 18] ) are used for fault diagnosis [53] ; probabilistic membrane systems are applied to model ecological systems [13] . More generally, spiking neural networks are used in an array of applications, including for example image processing [36] and approximation models [39, 44] .
Another promising real-life application is the use of Numerical P Systems (NPS) and Enzymatic Numerical P Systems (ENPS), which have been proved to be Turing universal [40] , to design robots behavior controllers [8, 31] , see also [41, 52, 43, 26, 34] . The frameworks of NPS and ENPS controllers for mobile robots have been developed and showed that membrane controllers have an excellent performance [8, 31] . But those controllers only achieve some relatively simple tasks, such as obstacle avoidance, wall following and following a leader, etc. Due to the numerical nature, the parallel distributed structure and computational power of NPS and ENPS, a membrane controller is a good choice for mobile robots.
This paper focuses on the trajectory tracking [46, 5, 12] control of Wheeled Mobile Robots (WMR), which is a nonlinear problem with nonholonomic constraints, see also [25, 4] . We will design a membrane controller for solving the complex mobile robot trajectory tracking problems (MR2TP). The control of MR2TP consists of two main models: kinematic and dynamic. The main aim of kinematic controller design is to propose some control rules which can make WMR follow reference trajectory quickly, smoothly and accurately. But the design of dynamic model more concern the potential in dealing with large parametric uncertainties and disturbances while WMR running. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
In this study, a novel trajectory tracking control approach is proposed to enhance the WMR control performance. The novelty of this approach is twofold: both feed-forward and feedback controls are considered together to design the controller for the WMR kinematic model; a Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) based Membrane Controller (PIDMC) is presented for the WMR dynamic model. The kinematic controller is designed based on Lyapunov stability theory to produce the precisely desired velocity, which is used as the input of the WMR dynamic model. The dynamic controller uses an enzymatic numerical P system to integrate two PID controllers by considering the idea of neural networks and experts' knowledge. The effectiveness of the introduced control approach is verified by applying simulated WMR.
The rest of this study is organized as follows. Section 2 describes MR2TP. In Section 3, we detail the proposed controller for solving MR2TP. Section 4 presents experimental results. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
Mobile Robot Trajectory Tracking Problem

Problem Statement
Since WMR is a complex system with large delays, highly nonlinear characteristic and nonholonomic constraints, it is very difficult to establish an accurate mathematical model for trajectory tracking control. In this paper, the considered WMR mechanical system shown in Fig.1 consists of two differential driving wheels and a back unpowered universal wheel. The passive wheel does not affect the degree of freedom of the kinematic model, and can work with the nonholonomic constraints as follows:
The posture of WMR in two dimensional coordinates XOY is represented by using the Cartesian coordinate vectors with three degrees of freedom p = {x, y, θ } T ; the reference posture of the reference WMR is represented by p R = {x r , y r , θ r } T , where (x, y) is the centroid of the WMR; the positive direction of θ is anticlockwise, which is used to guide the angle of a robot. The motion posture of WMR is determined by linear velocity v c and angular velocity ω c , which can be denoted by vector V = (v c , ω c ) T , while the velocity of reference WMR can be denoted by vector
Note that the two wheels are driven by independent torques from two DC motors, where the radius of two wheels are represented by r, while the tread of WMR is denoted by 2R. It is assumed that the WMR mass center is located at O c and mounted with non-deformable wheels. While the kinematic model for WMR can be described by (2) with the nonholomic constraints, where Jacobian matrix J is a transformation matrix.
WMR moves from the current posture p = {x, y, θ } T to the next posture (reference WMR posture) p R = {x r , y r , θ r } T ; the posture error is set to p e = {x e , y e , θ e } T , where x e , y e and θ e represent the lateral, longitudinal and direction errors in mobile coordinates, respec- 
According to (2) and (3),the differential equations of WMR posture errors can be described as follows:
To get (v c , ω c ) T , which makes posture error p e converge to zero as t → ∞, under the effect of (v R , ω R ) T , we use the classic speed controller which is based on Lyapunov theory [23] :
where k 1 ,k 2 and k 3 are positive constants and v R > 0. This generic kinematic controller (5) is usually designed by using backstepping method [12, 24, 11] , which will be rewritten by a new kinematic model (6) in our proposed method. The objective of kinematic controller is to generate the input velocities of wheels (v c , ω c ) for dynamic controller which depicted in dashdot line portion of Fig.2 . In fact, the maximal velocity and acceleration constraints of the WMR wheels need to be considered during inner dynamic control. To avoid wheel skid, the accelerations of left and right wheels are set to a max = F f riction m R = ζ .g [27] , where F f riction is the maximum frictional force which can be provided by the ground, m R is the mass of the WMR, ζ is the friction coefficient between the wheel and the ground, g is the gravity of earth. In this study, experiments are conducted on Webots [14] , the parameter of Coulomb Friction model is set to 1 in Open Dynamics Engine (ODE). So the maximum acceleration is 10 (approximate 9.8). Under this condition, WMR will never slip, and therefore the designed controller can be quite close to the actual working condition.
Related Work
More and more advanced modern control approaches have been proposed and successfully applied to WMR in industrial contexts, see also [9, 37, 2, 3, 29, 6] . These control approaches can be classified into the following several categories according to different control theories: back-stepping control [16] , Sliding-Mode Control (SMC) [11] , adaptive control [24] , intelligent control such as neural networks (NN) [48, 49] and fuzzy control [12, 10] . Despite distinct advantages of the control methods listed above, their inherent disadvantages still exist. For example, SMC is quite simple, insensitive to external interference and has fast system response, but the discontinuous items in control law directly result in poor actual control; fuzzy control has strong robustness and fault tolerance so that the impacts on interference and parameter changes can be greatly reduced, so it is suitable for nonlinear, timevarying and pure delay system control. However, there is also difficulty in designing a fuzzy controller for a complex nonlinear system, due to lack of a general guideline. For example, fuzzy rules and membership functions are decided still based on experts' experience. MR2TP, regarded as one of the most important problems about motion control of WMR, has drawn considerable attention in the last several decades [12, 23, 24, 11] . Studies on MR2TP can be divided into two types according to mathematical models: kinematic (controlled by velocity) and dynamic (controlled by [48] . Compared with the dynamic model, the kinematic model has more advantages, such as simple structure, easy modeling and analysis, and consistence with the nonholonomic constraints, etc. Thus, many researchers focused on only the kinematic model [23, 38, 16] . Nevertheless, "excellent velocity tracking" can not be obtained in a real environment, because of the large errors, which are caused by WMR load changes, friction and other instability factors, between the output velocity of kinematic controller and the WMR real velocity. Unlike one of kinematic and dynamic controllers was emphasized and the other one is simplified in the studies on MR2TP [12, 11, 10] . In this study, both kinematic and dynamic controllers are thoughtfully considered to obtain the desired velocity generated by kinematic model and to reduce the influence of the external disturbances and system uncertainties of the WMR dynamic model. On one hand, the kinematic model is divided into two parts. SMC and backstepping methods are used to provide more accurate output velocity than classic ones [11, 38] . On the other hand, this study also uses NN method to improve fault tolerance and online leaning ability of the nonlinear controller with respect to the dynamic model. Unlike the methods in [48, 49] that need to compute all the weights of NN in each cycle, the computation of different branches of NN weights (PI,PD,PID) in this study can be fulfilled inside multiple membranes according to the status of PID experts's knowledge in each cycle. So the computation can be performed in parallel. Thus, the computation is flexible and computing time can be reduced.
Design of Kinematic and Dynamic Controllers
This section starts with a brief description of a new approach for kinematic model. Then the detailed description of PIDMC and its implementation for dynamic model are presented. The structure of the proposed kinematic and dynamic controller is depicted in Fig.2. 
Kinematic Controller Design for Wheeled Mobile Robots
The kinematic controller of WMR is enclosed by dashdot line in Fig.2 . A generic control law for the WMR kinematic model is shown in (5), which can be actually divided into two parts: feed-forward part represented as u f = (v f , ω f ) T and feedback part represented as
and substituting (6) into (4), we can get
Design of feed-forward control
In this study, the design of feed-forward part in the kinematic model is mainly based on SMC method. The improved switching function and approaching law are applied to increase the tracking accuracy. Lemma 1 [42] : For any x ∈ R and |x| < ∞, ϕ(x) = x · sin(arctan x) ≥ 0, the equality occurs only at x = 0.
The backstepping method in [23] is used to design the SMC. According to the Lemma 1, the second equation of posture error differential equation in (4) and the partial Lyapunov function
, we can obtain θ e = − arctan(v R y e ), which can lead to the convergence of y e as x e = 0. In other words, y e will converge to zero as x e → 0 and θ e → − arctan(v R y e ). In this study, a switching function is proposed to make sure x e = 0 and θ e = − arctan(v R y e ) when the system enters the slide mode. The switching function can be represented as follows:
According to the theory of SMC, the system will enter the surface of slide mode s = 0 in a limited time under varying structure control, as x e = 0 and θ e = − arctan(v R y e ). Since the asymptotic stability of this sliding mode, the posture error will converge to zero p e = {x e , y e , θ e } T → 0 as t → 0. If the system states tend to stay in surface of sliding mode, it must meet the conditionṡ T (p e ) · s(p e ) < 0, where s(p e ) is expressed asṡ
where η i and κ i are positive constants; µ i is the adjustable parameter, which affects the shape of the sigmoid function and the boundary layer around the surface of switching mode. In order to decrease the jitter effect of SMC, we use sigmoid function
to replace the common sign function sgn(s) in (12) .
As φ = arctan(v R · y e ) ≥ 0, v b = 0 and ω = 0, substituting (12) and (7) into (11) implies formula (8) . The feed-forward control law (9) can be derived from (8) , where, ∂ φ ∂ y e = v R 1 + (v R · y e ) 2 and ∂ φ ∂ v R = y e 1 + (v R · y e ) 2 .
Design of feedback control
The design of feedback control is mainly based on Lyapunov function [2, 3] , which is suitable for both of the reference path and real posture of WRM under known conditions. By analyzing (5), (13) can be treated as the feedback part of this trajectory tracking controller.
In [7] , the author proposed a new simple control law based on (5) as the feedback part of the kinematic controller.
Combining (9) and (14) together, the new kinematic controller, which contains feed-forward and feedback, can be represented as formula (10).
Dynamic Controller Design for Wheeled Mobile Robots
The traditional robot motion control usually uses the PID controller [48, 35] . In fact, the WMR movement is a nonlinear system with large external disturbances and system uncertainties, so it is extremely difficult to properly tune the parameters of the PID controller.
To solve this problem, PIDMC are presented in this section to control the WMR dynamic model.
Dynamic model of wheeled mobile robots
The WMR considered has an n-dimensional configuration space p ∈ R n×1 and is subject to m constraints, which can be expressed by using the classical well known Euler Lagrange dynamic equation [24] .
where M(p) is a positive definite and symmetric inertia matrix and M(p) ∈ R n×n , I is the moment of inertia of the WMR about the mass center;p andṗ represent acceleration and velocity vectors, respectively; V m (p,ṗ) ∈ R n×n is a Coriolis and centripetal matrix; G(p) ∈ R n×1 is the gravitational vector; F G (ṗ) ∈ R n×1 represents the surface friction; τ d ∈ R n×1 represents bounded unknown disturbances including unstructured un-modeled dynamics and
where τ r and τ l are right and left torque inputs generated by DC motors of the two wheels, respectively; B(p) ∈ R n×(n−m) is the input transformation matrix.
As considering the WMR motion only on the horizontal plane, the effect of gravity will be G(p) = 0. By regarding the surface friction F G and disturbance torque τ d as the disturbance and un-modeled uncertainties items (such as free wheel), and then the more simple and appropriate dynamic model is given as follows [12, 11] 
where,
If the disturbance torque τ d is regarded as external additional items similar to that in Fig.2 , the relationship between the WMR velocity and the torque of DC motor can be derived from (17) aṡ
where the transformation matrix E is
Enzymatic numerical P systems model
NPS has a tree-like membrane structure, in which numerical variables store information, a set of rules responsible for evolving by parallel computing and transmitting information between the nodes (membranes). ENPS is extended from NPS by adding more rules inside a single membrane, which are controlled by a special enzyme-like variable. A standard ENPS is defined as follows [40] :
where:
1. m is the number of membranes, m ≥ 1; 2. H is an alphabet that contains m symbols; 3. µ is a membrane structure; 4. Var i is the set of variables from membrane i, and Var i (0) is the initial values for these variables; 5. E i is a set of enzyme variables from membrane i, E i ⊂ Var i ; 6. Pr i is the set of programs (rules) in membrane i, composed of a production function and a repartition protocol;
ENPS represents a distributed and parallel computing model with flexible process control: enzyme variables can be used for conditional transmembrane transport and control the program flow; active rules are performed in parallel inside their membranes and unnecessary rules are not executed; the calculation results are distributed in globally uniform way; thus the computing power of the ENPS is optimized [40] , and the membrane structure representation is very efficient for designing robotic behaviors. Both of Java simulator Simp [30] and SNUPS [1] can be used to execute ENPS models.
Proportional-integral-derivative based membrane controller design
PID algorithm has occupied almost 95% of industry control applications due to its simple model and strong robustness [33] . However, the general PID with fixed parameters cannot address the more and more complex nonlinearity control engineering problems, which inspires the research of various kinds of modified PID approaches combined with advanced or intelligent methods in recent years [33, 22, 20, 15] . In this section, we propose the adaptive controller PIDMC with a powerful capability of continuously learning, which benefits from the enzymatic membrane systems property that the enzymes can make it possible to execute more rules inside a single membrane while keeping to find the most suitable PID parameters. The structure of PIDMC is shown in Fig.2 , where the motion of WMR is controlled by linear velocity v c and angular velocity ω c . The use of the double PIDMC is to force the linear velocity error e 1 = v c − v and the angular velocity error e 2 = ω c − ω to converge to zero. Thus, the WMR output from PIDMC is
where u 1 and u 2 are the outputs of PIDMC1 and PIDMC2, respectively. In order to obtain the adaptive PID parameters using a auto-tuning strategy based on the deterministic ENPS, the proposed approach consists of three general steps: (1) we transform the experts' empirical knowledge into a series of rules and allocate them to the corresponding membranes; (2) some rules inspired from the idea of neural networks are endowed with continuous learning capacity to enhance the adaptivity of the PID controller; (3) the rules are executed according to the action of enzymes. Unlike many impractical WMR engineering applications with large time consumption causing bad real-time performance, the proposed approach can overcome the drawback since all the executed rules are performed in a naturally parallel way.
In Fig.2 , the input values of the PIDMC controller are the reference velocity V c (k) and the WMR real velocity V (k), which are preprocessed as the state variables x 1 (k), x 2 (k), x 3 (k) in controller online learning, where x 1 (k), x 2 (k) and x 3 (k) represent error, error change rate and change rate of error change rate, respectively, and are as follows:
In order to balance various types of errors at each time sample k, the parameters K I , K P , K D is considered as time-varying weighting factors w 1 (k), w 2 (k), w 3 (k), namely
where K is the scale factor. Unlike the consideration of the quadratic error as the performance index function in robot applications in [5, 48] , this proposed method introduces the quadratic of the control incremental value ∆u(k) into performance index function, which can avoid the overshoot phenomenon that ∆u(k) often faces. Performance index function I is defined as
where the output error E(k) = V c (k) − V (k), P and Q are the proportional coefficients for output error E(k) and control increment ∆u(k) in (24), respectively. So, the correction of weighting factors w i (k) ought to the decreasing direction of performance index I. In other words, it ought to seek along the negative gradient direction of E(k) for w i (k). By using the partial differential operator on w i (k), we can get
Thus, the adjustment w i (k) is
where ζ i is the convergence rate. ∆w i (k) can be expanded as the following formula according to (22) , (23)and (25):
where i = 1, ..., 3.
In PID control algorithm, as usual
can not be directly obtained, instead, it is approximately represented by the sigmoid function S(x). For convenience, we use sign function sgn(u(k)) as the approximate part to design PIDMC controller in this study. The inaccurate calculation results can be compensated by the convergence rate ζ i . Thus, by combining (26) with (27), we can obtain the gain tuning formula as follows
where (28) into (23), we get the output value of PID controller
In order to further improve the convergence rate of I in(24), the PID controller is decomposed into several sub-controllers, Proportional (P), ProportionalDerivative (PD), and PI in the corresponding zones. The weighting factors w 1 (k), w 2 (k), w 3 (k) are assigned and sub-periods redefined as a combination of the experts' knowledge, which can be generally divided into several cases.
First, define the normalized velocity as (30) where v max is the maximal velocity of the WMR permitted. In this study, the range of the normalized velocity error is between 0 and 1; the functional zones (error signal of step response) is divided into three parts according to two set-points M 1 , M 2 , where 0 Note that the objective of the division of the three functional zones is to improve the controller performance, which includes settling time, rising time and static error, maintained by an appropriate PID controller in each zone.
As shown in Fig.3 , the PIDMC controller is designed by using a membrane system with a nested membrane structure containing four membranes. The skin membrane Out putControlValue has five variables, where U inc [0] is the control increment with the initial value 0; U cur [U last ] is the current position of the controller (the initial value is the control value of the controller at the previous time unit); E D [6 * e max ], E T [0] and E H [0] are enzymes, which control the algorithm flow, i.e., E D has the initial value 6 * e max , e max represents a very big value, E H and E T have the initial value 0, when E T does not equal zero, the controller algorithm ends. At the same time, the control value of the controller needs to be updated and the error information are read again followed by the reaction of the controller.
The is the values of the three types errors in (22) .
The innermost membrane ComputeQuadratico fControlIncrement has two variable, S um [0], which is the sum of three error weighting variables S um [k] in (28), E i2 [e max ] is an enzyme, which has the initial value e max ,. When the value E i2 is zero, the rule Pr 1,wight i will be executed, otherwise, the rule Pr 2,wight i will be performed. For example, if the rule Pr 2,control is executed in the inner membrane ComputeControlValue, E 2 maintains zero, thus, the rules Pr 1,wight 2 and Pr 2,wight 2 will not be executed and consequently the rules Pr 1,accumulate 2 , Pr 5,accumulate 2 and Pr 6,accumulate 2 in the inner membrane ComputeQuadratico f Out putError will not also be executed, at the same time, the calculation of the weighting factorw 2 (k) will not be assigned to accumulate the operations Sum i and Sum all , which indicates that the controller is in the PD model phase. Thus, this control is helpful to improve the controller performance and to reduce the amount of calculation, which actually benefits from the advantage of parallel computing of the membrane system. In rule Pr 3,wight i , the value of E i2 is transferred to E H , which is used to compare with E D to judge whether the corresponding rules are performed or not. The factor 1.1 is chosen to make E H slightly larger than E D . When both the inner membranes ComputeQuadraticofOutputError and ComputeQuadratico fControlIncrement finish their computations, the enzyme E H has a bigger value than the variable E D , thus, the corresponding termination rule will be executed. If E D has an initial value 6 * e max and the rule Pr 2,control and Pr 4,control are not executed, the controller is in the PID model phase. After the inner membranes ComputeQuadratico f Out putError and ComputeQuadratico fControlIncrement finish their computations, E H has a value 6.6 * e max larger than E D , so the rule Pr 2,main will be executed and E T is not zero. So far, the computation of the membrane system finishes. On the other hand, if the rule Pr 2,control or Pr 4,control is executed, E D becomes 4 * e max , which indicates that the controller is in the PD or PI model phase. After the inner membranes ComputeQuadraticofOutputError and ComputeQuadraticofControlIncrement finish their computations, E H has a value 4.4 * e max larger than E D , thus, the rule Pr 2,main will be executed.
Experimental Results
In this section, we first test the performance of the introduced kinematic controller and dynamic controller separately and independently on the software platform MATLAB [28] , and then we move to use robots simulation platform Webots to check the presented trajectory tracking control approach. The experiments are conducted on the PC with CPU 2.3GHz, 2GB RAM, and the software platform MATLAB7.4 and Windows XP OS.
Performance Tests of Kinematic Controller
The experiments consider two kinds of trajectories, circular line and sine, to test the effectiveness of the introduced kinematic control method. The parameters are set as follows: (14) . The circular line trajectory is generated from the uniform motion line velocity v R (t) = 1, and the angular velocity ω R (t) = 1. The desired posture of the reference trajectory is set as a circumference with radius 1 and the center on the origin of the coordinate. The initial posture of the actual WMR is p R (0) = [0, 0, 0]
T .
To bring into comparison, we design several experiments applying three kinds of kinematic controllers: (1) classic kinematic control law in many publications [24, 11, 12] ; (2) feed-forward kinematic control law (SMC) in (9), which is designed by backstepping method; (3) the introduced kinematic control law in (10), which integrates feed-forward with feedback parts. The results are shown in Fig.4(a)-(c) , respectively, where the red dotted circular line is the reference trajectory; the blue solid circular line is the results of the WMR tracking trajectory in the kinematic model. From the results, we can clearly find that the trajectory tracked by using the presented integration method in Fig.4(c) is closest to the actual trajectory, which verifies its advantage over the other two methods.
In order to further verify the effectiveness of the introduced integration method under different For evaluating the tracking performance of these kinematic controllers, we adopt integral square error (ISE) performance index to make comparisons. ISE is defined as V ISE = t e 0 (x e ) 2 + (y e ) 2 + (θ e ) 2 dt, where, x e , y e and θ e represent the lateral, longitudinal and direction errors in (3), respectively. ISE in different controllers in circular line and sine case are indicated in Table 1 . It is clear that the ISE of the introduced integration method in both two cases is much smaller than the other two methods, which indicates that the proposed kinematic controller can provide more accurate input velocity for dynamic controller than classic and feed-forward methods. In the tests, the key controller parameters in (28) are first discussed. The scale factor K of neurons is very important. The larger the value of K is, the faster the response of PIDMC becomes, but it may cause large overshoot and make the system unstable. On the contrary, too small K may cause bad response. Since PIDMC uses the standardized learning algorithm and K is not too larger, the learning rates ζ 1 , ζ 2 and ζ 3 can be larger. So the scale factor K = 0.02, the learning rate ζ 1 = 12 of proportional coefficients, integral coefficients ζ 2 = 3 and derivative coefficients ζ 3 = 6, respectively; weighting factors P = 2 and Q = 1; the initial values of the weight are w 1 (0) = 0.34, w 2 (0) = 0.32, w 3 (0) = 0.33; the proper parameters of PIDMC are obtained by the evolutionary algorithms [46] or trial-and-error through experiments. To test PIDMC performance, three experiments are considered: (1) the step and sawtooth tracking are used to compare with the neural network (NN)-based PID controller in [5, 48] ; (2) the servo controller experiment considering the actual friction model is performed; (3) the cosine curve tracking is used to compare the introduced method with the robust NN-based sliding mode controller (NNSMC). The physical parameters for control system of WMR are shown in Table. 2. The details of the three types of tracking are as follows:
( 1) Step tracking: the reference position response of the WMR system is generated from the desired step signal rin step (k) = 1, where k is the discrete time; the sample time S time = 0.001s. The results of PID step tracking are shown in Fig.6(a) , where the red line is the desired step signal; d 1 (k) is a duration of disturbing signal, d 1 (k) = 0.7 while 200 < k < 400; d 2 (k) is a transient disturbing signal, d 2 (700) = 0.57; d 1 (k) and d 2 (k) are assumed to be the uncertainties in the WMR parameters, such as the mass or inertia changes in real applications. As shown in Fig.6(a) , PIDMC controller reaches the response surface much faster than normal PID method and the methods in [5, 48] both at the beginning time and during the duration of disturbing time. Note that at the transient disturbing occurring time k = 700 from the zoom in section in Fig.6(a) , the methods in [5, 48] has an overshoot phenomenon, the normal PID has an big overshoot and slight oscillation phenomenon, but PIDMC avoids it.
Sawtooth tracking: to verify the adaptability of PIDMC in the more complex case, the reference position response is generated from the desired sawtooth signal rin saw (k). The results of PID sawtooth tracking are shown in Fig.6(b) . We can find that the normal PID has the worst performance since the oscillation appears at the turning point. Similar to the results in Fig.6(a) , the convergence of the PIDMC response curve in sawtooth tracking is also better than the benchmark methods. From both of the simulation results, we can easily conclude that PIDMC has better response tracking performances than the methods in [5, 48] and much better than the normal one.
Furthermore, for evaluating the tracking performance of these PID controllers, we make comparisons use the following performance index in Table. 3, such as: ISE, the integral of the time multiplied by the square error (ITSE), the integral of the absolute error (IAE), and the integral of the time multiplied by the absolute value of the error (ITAE). It is clear that all the performance indices of the PIDMC are much smaller than the other methods, since PIDMC has much better tracking ability. (2) Consideration of the actual friction model: the friction is common in the servo system and has a com- ω = u − F is the dynamic function for a simpler servo system, where I is the moment of inertia and set I = 1 in this case; ω is the angle of rotation; u and F are the control torque and friction torque, respectively. F can be described by the following LuGre model:
where the state variable s represents the average deformation of the contact surface; λ 1 and λ 2 are the dynamic friction parameters and set λ 1 = 230,λ 2 = 2 ; F c , F s , β and V s are the static friction parameters; β is the viscous friction coefficient and set β = 0.025; V s is the switching speed and set V s = 0.03; F c is the Coulomb's friction and set F c = 0.24 ,F s is the static friction and set F s = 0.37.
The simulation test was carried out by using sinusoidal waveforms 0.05 sin(2πt) as the desired input trajectory. We compare the control performance comparisons between the proposed PIDMC and the conventional PID controller, where the parameters of conventional PID controller were obtained by trial and error tests and set to be K P = 25, K I = 4, K D = 7. The initial values of the PIDMC weight, (w 1 , w 2 and w 3 ), were set to be the same as those of conventional PID. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 7 . Fig. 7(a) shows that the conventional PID controller has the speed tracking deviation at the beginning and has the dead zone phenomenon, and the position tracking has the flat top phenomenon. While in Fig. 7(b) , the response of PIDMC is in good agreement with that of position tracking. There is also a little bit deviation in speed tracking due to friction, but the results are much better than the conventional PID controller.
(3) Comparisons of proposed control method with the related control methods: sliding mode control is a special discontinuous control with strong robustness to external disturbances and system uncertainties. In [21] , NNSMC was proposed to overcome the inherent deficiency of SMC with fixed larger upper boundedness. In order to accelerate the NN learning efficiency, a partitioned NN (two NN) structure was applied.
In the simulations, cosine 0.5 cos(2πt) is adopted as the S-typed trajectories to test the trajectory tracking effect. We consider parameter variations as the uncertainties and the external disturbances to the control system of WMR at the third and sixth second, where the parameter variations of the inertia and mass of WMR are described as follows: Fig. 8(a) indicates that both NNSMC and PIDMC guarantee their robustness in the presence of large disturbance at different time with different types of external disturbances due to the self-learning ability of NN. PIDMC has a slightly larger tracking error than NNSMC, but it has a slightly faster tracking speed and slightly trajectory tracking stability better than NNSMC, as shown in Fig .8(b) . Fig. 8(c) shows that PIDMC has a smoother control output than NNSMC since the chattering phenomenon is the the inherent deficiency of SMC.
Performance Tests of Trajectory Tracking Control Approach for Wheeled Mobile Robots
To test the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed approach integrating outer kinematic controller with inner dynamic controller, we conduct the experiments on the mobile robot simulation software Webots 6.2.1 [14] . The experiments on the simulated robot with differential wheels were performed in an environment described in our work [46] . We have found the optimal path in the environment for WMR by using a path planning algorithm, which is presented by the red line (from S to T) in Fig.9(a) . The same area with obstacles in the Webots robotics simulator is shown in Fig.9 (b). In the experiments, the comparison of PIDMC and the controller in [5, 48] ) is considered. The grid step S g = 1. The local error of the simulated robot is set to e l = 0.5. The starting position of the reference path is located at grid (0, 0). Both of the simulated robots are located at grid (1, 0), where there is a small distance error between them. When trajectory tracking begins, it can be clearly found that the robot with the controller in [5, 48] (red line) takes more time to find the desired path than the robot with PIDMC (blue line), and both of them walk along the reference path and go across the lane between two obstacles, and finally both of them reach the target grid. Fortunately, PIDMC is closer to the reference path than the other one.
Furthermore, we found another sub-optimal path from S 1 to T 1 in Fig.9(a) , which is described by the blue line. E-puck [14] is selected as the simulated robot and the diameter is 0.7. It is clear that the robot with PIDMC (blue line) in Fig.9(b) can also keep up with the desired path with more fewer tracking errors and much better tracking ability than the robot with the controller in [5, 48] (red line). The comparisons with respect to the two performance indexes, ISE and ITSE, are shown in Table. 4. Results indicate that PIDMC achieves much smaller or better performance than the controller in [5, 48] . 
Conclusions Remarks
This paper introduced a two-stage WMR trajectory tracking controller: inner dynamic controller and outer kinematic controller. The kinematic controller is designed by integrating feed-forward and feedback controls to improve the precision of the desired input velocity for dynamic controller. The dynamic controller is designed by introducing PIDMC which can merge a variety of ideas from various advanced PID algorithms (neural networks and experts' knowledge considered in this paper) together in a simple and easy way by means of the inter communication and inherent parallelism of membrane systems. PIDMC has good performances such as simple structure, easy use, adaptive learning, fault tolerance, powerful computing, and is appropriate for the control applications with disturbances, nonlinearity and uncertainties. Extensive experiments conducted with different conditions show the feasibility, effectiveness and robustness of the proposed trajectory tracking controller. Following the trajectory tracking controller design of WMR in this study, our investigation may move forward to the following issues: how to extend the proposed method to design membrane controllers for more complex robotic behaviours; how to combine numerical P systems with other advanced control strategies for more control engineering applications; and how to use symbolic and numerical P systems to construct cognitive and executive architectures (planning, learning, memory or execution) of autonomous robots [8] .
